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Spotlight on Breeds:  

Golden Retreiver  

 
History: A fairly recent breed, the origins of the Golden 

Retriever trace to Scotland in the nineteenth century, spe-
cifically to Baron Tweedmouth who bred hunting and 

shooting dogs on an estate not far from Loch- Ness. The 
breed developed from a cross of tweed water spaniels, 

red setters, wavy coated retrievers and bloodhounds. The 
Golden Retriever as the name suggests was originally 

bred as a working gun-dog and retrieving game. The first 
‘Golden Retriever’ was shown at Crufts in 1908, but was-

n’t officially recognised as its own breed by the Kennel 
Club until 1913.  

Fun Fact: The “parents” of the entire modern breed, 
owned by Tweedmouth, are arguably the dogs named 

Belle and Nous who had 4 yellow puppies together! 

 

Follow us on Facebook & Instagram  
and be kept up 

to date with our current 
promotions and activities. 

Glenunga  Blackwood  

491 Portrush Road  170 Main Road  

Meet our senior staff!  

Julianne has been grooming for over 15 years and is our senior manager at our Glenunga salon. 
She first started as a trainee with us at 15 years old and has developed her grooming skills on the 
job. An Adelaide Hills local, in her spare time she loves walking and is an accomplished artist.  
 
Shannen has been working in our team for over 7 years and is one of our Glenunga salon manag-
ers. She moved from a country town to join our team and enjoys a good book or TV series in her 
spare time when she’s not grooming pooches! 
 
When growing up Nicole wanted to be a tiger trainer but lucky for us she took the path of dog 
groomer instead! She has been grooming for over 15 years and has been a part of our team for 4 
years after moving from interstate. In her spare time she enjoys taking her dog Link to the local 
dam and gardening. 
 
Our Blackwood manager Scott has been grooming for 6 years and prides himself on dealing with 
the less enthusiastic pooches! When not in the salon he enjoys gardening and is active in local 
fauna rescue.  
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